
To whom this may concern 

Tree number TG18  

Tree Specimans 4949 4950 4951 and 4952 Eucalyptus viminalis (Manna Gum) 

Address of trees in question: 108 Shortland Street  Christchurch 

Topic  9.4 Re protection of the above trees now recorded as significant trees.  

Mike Crum and my self Cathy Crum are the owners of the above Shortland Street address registered 

under entity of Jean Patrick Trust. 

We disagree with your decision to add these trees back to the significant tree list. 

I have taken some facts directly from google so the point is stated clearly that we are not talking 

about a New Zealand native. 

“Eucalyptus viminalis, the manna gum,[1] ribbon gum,[2] white gum, or viminalis, is 

an Australian eucalypt. 

It is a straight erect tree, often around 40 metres tall, with rough bark on the trunk and base of 

larger branches, its upper bark peels away in long "ribbons" which can collect on the branches 

and surrounding ground.[3]Occasionally it can attain very large sizes. 

Timber is generally pale pink to pinkish brown in colour, often with distinctive light grey streaks. 

The attractive light pink tones of this species and its easy workability make it desirable in 

furniture applications. Structurally, uses are limited due to its low strength and durability, 

however some is used in seasoned and unseasoned house framing. Sapwood is distinct.” 

The trees in question are in our view in a totally inappropriate place.  

Our neighbours houses are over - shadowed by these trees and have requested us to remove 

them. Our tenants also have issues in that as operators of businesses they also appending time 

clearing up as these trees debark and drop branches frequently. 

I would point out that Aranui has ground stability issues and health and safety comes into play 

with the above issue of branches and bark falling then with the possibility of the whole tree falling 

particularly given the advanced age and size of the trees. We believe they present a significant 

hazard which should be removed. 

We totally disagree with your decision, 

Kind regards 

Cathy and Mike Crum 

Whangarei 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eucalyptus_viminalis#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eucalyptus_viminalis#cite_note-BSBI07-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eucalyptus_viminalis#cite_note-costermans-3
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